The conference on climatic cycles is an outgrowth of discussion on questions touching possibility of a periodic or cyclic element in earth climate. It is assumed that any information making it possible to foresee conditions of climate or of our physical surroundings is of importance.
As the basis of regular routine in living we have already worked out with great accuracy cyles of day and night with varying length of the day. From history and from study of the earth's movements we are acquainted with variation of the seasons. Is it possible that there are dependable periodicities which affect human living but are still unknown?
The presence of periodicities or cyclic movements would not by themselves guarantee the nature of what is commonly called weather. Fluctuations of temperature, of humidity, movements of the air and many other earth conditions we have not yet learned to predict with complete accuracy on the basis of the periodic influences which cause seasons. Other factors related to varying local conditions may affect the swing of general influences in such way as to erase their effect, at least temporarily.
It is recognized that influences upon weather and upon the climate probably derive from a number of sources. We are, however, no longer greatly concerned about effects arising from the internal mass of the earth. In general the influences are seen as mainly external, and principally originating from the sun. But with all that has been learned there is yet much to know regarding variation in solar and other radiation effects. We have also much to learn concerning the way in which the earth receives and, so to speak, utilizes the influences coming from the outside.
In studies of periodicity we are concerned with the factors which have to do with reception of radiation, as also with the nature of fluctuations in the source of that radiation. This symposium represents largely an attempt to present from several points of view the facts regarding radiation and its influence upon the earth.
The paper by Dr. Douglass, on climatic cycles as illustrated in tree rings, illustrates an interesting influence of radiation upon one of the most delicate instruments on the earth, namely, a growing organism recording in its tissues the development of its structure from period to period. The in-fluence of climate upon tree growth is an extremely important problem, and represents one of the most interesting means of registration of such factors. That there is change in plant life due to climate one cannot avoid seeing in development of vegetation at this time of the year.
The paper by Dr. Walter S. Adams, on studies of the sun-spot cycle, presents the evidence relating to variation in the surface of the sun through observation of the sun itself, and a study of the elements involved in these changes.
The paper by Dr. Abbot is based upon study of radiation as it is measured physically upon the surface of the earth. It stands between research on the sun and study of the sun's influence upon the plant.
The paper by Dr. Bowman presents evidence from history of the earth preserved in the geological record. One of the most interesting phenomena of time is the fact that such slight variation of temperature is noted through a period in earth history to be measured in many hundreds of millions of years, and yet in that time there have been fluctuations which marked periods of warm climate in northern latitudes, and glacial climates in what have in other times been relatively warm regions.
The symposium is an attempt to present the results of these types of research as basis for discussion regarding possible further extension of our knowledge of the earth and of the influences which impinge upon life.
II. EVIDENCES OF CYCLES IN TREE RING RECORDS
By A. E. DOUGLASS UNIVERSIT OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZONA This paper describes some preliminary results in a search for a theory of climatic change, based on cycles. The search has been warranted by two possible advantages in approaching the subject: first, tree ring records, climatic in character, reaching a maximum length of three thousand years and, accurately dated, whose climatic interpretation is based on ecological considerations and a limited number of actual tests; second, a cyclogram method of analysis of plotted curves, whose flexibility and speed of operation has made these studies possible. It is not intended in this paper to deal with the interpretation of these cycles beyond pointing out their apparent relationship to solar variations.
The cyclogram is a pattern in which simple cycles are automatically separated from one another by a process which causes them to appear as rows of dots pointing in different directions. Each cyclogram includes the complete series of data and the cycle may appear anywhere within it. Thus it is independent-of the beginning and ending of the sequence. Its
